
Stamped Designs Woven Card Fronts Class 

 
 
Hello Card 
Copic markers used:  RV91/93/95, YG21/23/25, Y13/15 

1. Color the flower die cut pieces with the Copic markers listed or the coloring medium of 
your choice.  Attach the flower head pieces together with wet glue.  Set aside. 

2. Weave the light teal strips through the darker teal base – alternating the over and under 
of each strip.  You need to weave enough that it will cover the diamond opening on the 
card front. 

3. Determine the size of the woven piece to mount behind the card front by positioning 
the piece behind the diamond opening.  You can place a piece of clear tape on the back 
of the piece where you need to trim it.  Trim the piece with scissors.   

4. Apply a line of wet glue on the back side of the diamond opening and position the 
woven piece to the back.  Recommend taping the edges of the woven piece on the back 
to secure it to the piece.  Attach to the front of the base card. 

5. Attach the flowers – place a foam square behind the flower head, then attach the base 
of the stem with wet glue.  Attach the other sprig piece with wet glue. 

6. Attach the words with wet glue as shown.  Scatter the pearls and attach with wet glue. 
 
For You Card 
Distress ink used:  Peeled Paint, Squeezed Lemonade/Wild Honey, Tumbled Glass 

1. Color 6 white strips with the distress inks listed or as you choose. 
2. Weave the strips at an angle through the center of the white base as shown. 
3. As above, determine the size of the woven piece to be attached, then apply clear tape 

where you will cut.   
4. Apply wet glue around the edges of the white frame on the back of the piece, then 

attach the woven piece to the frame – securing with tape on the edges. 
5. Attach to the base card with preferably strong double-sided tape or glue. 
6. Assemble the flowers and attach with foam squares and wet glue.   
7. Attach the words with wet glue.  Scatter the sequins and attach with wet glue. 



Stamped Designs Woven Card Fronts Class 

Thinking of You Card 
1. Assemble the bird and the flower sprig with wet glue as shown.  Set aside. 
2. Weave the light blue strips through the darker blue base – alternating the over and 

under.  Weave enough to cover the circle opening in the card front piece. 
3. Determine the size to trim the piece to – applying clear tape on the back of the woven 

piece where you will cut. 
4. Apply glue around the circle on the back side of the piece, then attach the woven piece 

to that glue.  Secure the edges with tape, then attach to the front of the base card. 
5. Attach the flower sprig with wet glue, then the bird with foam squares as shown. 
6. Attach the words with wet glue as shown.  Scatter the sequins and attach with wet glue. 


